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ABSTRACT 
Efficiency of Taiwanese Laptop Manufacturers 
By Yi-Homg Lai 
December, 2004 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers strive hard to maintain their high growth rates and 
positions as leaders in the industry. Michael E. Porter claimed that Taiwanese enterprises 
must increase industrial efficiency to secure competitive advantage. Hence, developing 
an effective means of measuring and comparing the efficiency of Taiwanese laptop 
manufacturers is essential. Increasing the production efficiency of inefficient companies 
will improve the average efficiency and global competitiveness of the Taiwanese laptop 
industry. 
This investigation examines the efficiency of 12 Taiwanese laptop manufacturers in 
2002. Although financial ratio analysis represents a conventional approach to measuring 
the performance of enterprises using financial reports, this method is a crude tool for 
measuring the technical efficiency of manufacturers. This study demonstrates the 
feasibility of adopting Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to identify individual 
manufacturing firms that are technically less efficient than other ones. Technical 
efficiency is measured in terms of output variables relative to input variables. 
In this study, a DEA model consisting of three inputs and three outputs is applied. 
The input variables are Operating Expenses, Non-Operating Expenses and Operating 
Costs, and the output variables are Operating Revenue, Non-Operating Revenue and 
Assets. The results of this investigation reveal that, out of 12 laptop manufacturers, four 
firms were found to be relatively more technically efficient than the other eight. 
Considering the fact that Taiwanese laptop industry had increased its global market share 
from 31.5% to 63.5% from 1997 to 2003, it can be said that the efficiency of most of 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers is above the average level of industrial performance in 
2002. 
DEA is implemented herein to elucidate the relationships between input variables 
and output variables. Conclusions and recommendations are also provided. Performance 
measurement is critical for an enterprise, especially for a Taiwanese laptop manufacturer 
in a very competitive market. The results of this investigation contribute markedly to 
effort to determine the efficiency of Taiwan's laptop industry. 
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CHAPTER I 
rNTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents an overview of this study. Specifically, it describes the 
problem areas the study focuses on, the rationale or need for investigation in these areas, 
the main questions examined, and the study design. 
Background of the Study 
During 2002, Taiwan exported almost 14 billion US dollars worth of information 
industry products. The United States was the largest recipient, accounting for 41% of 
exports. The next-largest recipient was Japan, which accounted for 15% of information 
technology product exports. Of the products exported to the United States, laptops 
represented the highest proportion, comprising 73% of the total. Japan's imports from 
Taiwan display a similar pattern to the United States' imports from Taiwan, with laptop 
imports comprising 63% of information technology products imports from Taiwan 
(Trappey, 2003). 
In Taiwan, the laptop industry is the leader in terms of production value in the 
information technology industry. Taiwanese laptop manufacturers dominate the world 
marl<et. The global market shares of Taiwanese manufacturers in 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 
and 2002 were 39.2%, 48.7%, 52.5%, 55.3% and 59.2%, respectively. The global market 
shares of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers increased significantly every year since 1997 
(See Table 1). Table 2 lists the main Taiwanese laptop manufacturers, and these laptop 
firms had a large share of global market. The top ten PC companies globally consider 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers to be important strategic partners (See Table 3) (Market 
Intelligence Center, 2004), and Taiwan laptop manufacturers play an important role in the 
global laptop market by forming alliances with these PC companies. 
Table 1 
The Global Market Share of Taiwanese Laptop Manufacturers 
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Taiwanese Manufacturers 4465 6088 9710 12707 14161 17008 
(1 000 units) 
Global Market 14175 15543 19940 24224 25600 28672 
(1 000 units) 
Global Market Share 31.5% 39.2% 48.7% 52.5% 55.3% 59.3% 
Note. Adapted from "IT Databank Annual Report Service." by Market Intelligence Center, 
Table 2 
The Top Twelve Taiwanese Laptop Manufacturers in 2002 
Production Global Market Growth Rate 
(1000 units) Share (2001 vs. 2002) Strategic Partners 
FIC 1109 3.5% -14.7% NEC 
Colnpal 3868 12.2% 68.2% Dell, Toshiba, HP, Apple, Fujitsu 
Elitegroup 1077 3.4% 68.8% Apple 
Inventec 1580 5.0% 5 1.9% Compaq, Toshiba 
Asustek 839 2.7% 11.9% Sony, Hitachi 
Clevo 445 1.4% 23.6% 
Twinhead 250 0.8% 38.8% 
Arima 1794 5.7% 64.6% Compaq, NEC, Hitachi 
QcI  4352 13.8% 5.9% Dell, Apple, HP, Sony, Fujitsu, Gateway 
MTC 1039 3.3% 56.5% NEC, Sharp 
Wistron 1740 5.5% 5 1.3% IBM, Dell, Hitachi, Fujitsu 
Uniwill 633 2.0% 26.5% eMachine 
Note. Adapted from "IT Databank Annual Report Service." by Market Intelligence Center, 2004. 
With more than 11 billion US dollars of annual production, laptops comprise almost 
half of the production value of the Taiwan information technology industry. Laptops are 
one of the most competitive products that Taiwan has to offer. The laptop is not only a 
leader in the Taiwanese information technology industry, but it also contributes 
significantly to the overall economy of the island. This single product adds approximately 
2 billion US dollars of export growth annually. More notably, laptop production exerts a 
multiplier effect on the information technology industry, because production creates 
parallel demand for components, semiconductors, and specialized information 
manufacturing machinery (Trappey, 2003). 
Table 3 
The Relationships Between Taiwanese Laptop Manufacturers with US and Japanese 
Computer Companies in 2002 
Comp~~ter Company Global Market Share Manufactured in Taiwan by 
(units) 
Dell 17.4% QCI, Compal, Wistron 
Toshiba 12.2% Compal, Inventec 
IBM 10.8% Wistron 
Compaq 9.9% Inventec, Arima 
Sony 9.9% QCI, Asustek 
Fujitsu 7.1% QCI, Compal, Wistron 
HP 6.1% QCI, Compal 
Apple 5.6% Compal, Elitegroup, QCI 
NEC 4.9% QCI, Arima, MTC, FIC 
Note. Adapted from "IT Databank Annual Report Service." by Market Intelligence Center, 2004. 
Laptop brands are still dominated by Japanese and American companies (See Table 
3). However, their production centers are concentrated in Taiwan and Japan. Although 
Japan has an advantage in the production of key parts, Taiwan's system integration and 
research and design ability are gradually turning the tide toward Taiwan as a major laptop 
production center in the world (Trappey, 2003). Notably, rather than the industries in the 
two countries viewing each other as rivals, competition and cooperation between 
companies in these two countries has enabled them to become complementary 
manufacturers. 
Regarding the development of the Taiwanese laptop industry, the speed of research 
and product development, product quality, and supply flexibility are the main 
contributors to the global competitiveness of the industry. In 2003, the top six global 
laptop manufacturers were Taiwanese firms, namely QCI, Compal, Wistron, Invetec, 
Asustek and Arima. Over 63.5% of laptops globally were made by Taiwanese laptop 
manufacturers in 2003 (Yahoo Taiwan News, 2004). 
However, the global laptop industry is highly competitive. During the past decade, 
the number of manufacturers globally has dropped from somewhere in the hundreds to 
approximately forty. Obtaining more orders and even simply surviving in this competitive 
marlcet requires maximizing performance through continuous improvement and learning. 
Therefore, managers must understand their competitiveness relative to rivals and to seek 
continuous improvement to achieve higher levels of productivity and improved 
performance. 
Study Objectives 
The laptop industry is an extremely competitive industry, and a firm's survival 
depends on its efficiency. Consequently, the continuous search for improvement in 
operating and production efficiency is cn~cial for laptop manufacturers (Chang, Lin & 
Kao, 2003). A well-designed framework for assessing laptop manufacturer efficiency and 
providing information on how to become a better managed firm seems essential for 
improving decision-making in poorly managed companies. One method of evaluating a 
company's health is by assessing its production efficiency. 
This study aims to design a comprehensive framework for assessing the production 
efficiency of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers. The results of this investigation will 
provide the managers of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers with information to assess their 
production efficiency versus their local competitors. The study employs the data from the 
financial reports of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers to measure the production 
effectiveness of these companies. 
Importance of This Study 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers' growth rate of global market share is not as high as 
before 1999 (See Table I), and they face a major challenge in maintaining their high 
growth rates and leading industry position. Taiwanese laptop manufacturers are highly 
dependent on manufacturing performance for getting more orders from Japanese and 
American computer companies and market share. Owing to the current cooperation 
between Taiwanese and global manufacturers, as well as predictions for the global laptop 
market, the Taiwanese laptop industry will continue to grow. The reliance of large foreign 
manufacturers on Taiwanese laptop manufacturers as strategic partners require that 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers demonstrate professionalism, efficiency and continued 
technological improvement (Trappey, 2003). 
Before 2000, most information technology products globally were produced in 
Taiwan. However, this trend has changed since then, and China has now gained a 
dominant share of the global technology product manufacturing market due, in large part 
to its low labor costs. However, Taiwan still retains over half of the global laptop market 
(Chang, Lin & Kao, 2003). It is very important for Taiwanese manufacturers to find a 
way to increase or, at least, to maintain this market share. Taiwanese manufacturers have 
already lost their competitive advantage in terms of labor costs, and, thus, they need to 
establish competitive advantages in other areas. 
Porter (2001) recommended that Taiwanese firms can remain competitive 
internationally with continuous improvement in technology, skills, and professionalism. 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturer managers can increase firm efficiency through constant 
evaluation and assessment of production performance. This study provides a means of 
assessing production performance of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers. The results of this 
study can lay the ground for future research to find the sources of production 
inefficiencies of low ranking manufacturers. Technical efficiency improvements in 
inefficient firms will increase the average efficiency and competitiveness of the entire 
Taiwanese laptop industry. 
Research Design Rationale 
Figure 1 shows the research procedure used in this work. This study begins by 
providing a conceptual foundation for the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) approach, 
followed by a methodology section that formulates the DEA assessment model and data 
collection procedures. Previous studies found that it is very difficult to define an 
accounting line item as an input or output variable, so this work applies the variable 
definition method of Roll, Golany and Seroussy (1989). Then, the findings and analysis 
of the results based on a comparative technical efficiency rating are discussed. 
This work applies DEA to assess the technical efficiency of Taiwanese laptop 
manufacturers. DEA is a linear programming-based technique that converts multiple 
inputs and outputs into a scalar measure of relative production efficiency. The study 
utilizes data from the 12 Taiwanese laptop manufacturers listed on the Taiwan Stock 
Exchange Corporation (TSEC) in 2002. DEA focuses on a best-practice frontier, rather 
than population central-tendencies, and handles multiple inputs and outputs 
simultaneously. Consequently, this study discusses how DEA can be used to measure the 
production efficiency of the Taiwanese laptop industry and to rank industry companies in 
relation to one another. 
Introduction 
1 
Literature Review 
1 
Research Methodology 
1 
Finding and Analysis 
1 
Conclusions 
Research Outline Highlight 
- Research background and motivation. 
- Research objectives and procedure. 
- Eficiencv measurement. 
- Financial ratio analysis. 
- DEA theory. 
- Research design. 
- Data collection. 
- DEA model building. 
- Calculation of efficiency scores. 
- Finding the reference sets. 
Figuve I. Research outline of the study. There are five parts in this study, and they are 
Introduction, Literature Review, Research Methodology, Finding and Analysis and 
Conclusions. 
Contribution of the Study 
In Porter's study - "The competitive advantage of Taiwan" (2001), he noted that the 
most important factor for Taiwanese firms to establish competitive advantage is to 
improve their industrial efficiency. Complying with Porter's recommendation requires a 
continuous search to identify means and ways of measuring efficiency. A good tool for 
measuring and comparing the efficiency of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers is essential. 
Financial reports are a good source of information for measuring company 
performance efficiency. Financial reports are easy to access and use a standard format for 
all companies. Financial ratio analysis is a popular method that employs financial reports 
to measure corporate performance efficiency. 
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However, financial ratio analysis is a poor tool for measuring technical efficiency of 
manufacturers (Shao, 2000). The measurement of technical efficiency is important in 
modifying the production process to improve efficiency. The results of financial ratio 
analysis are also open to interpretation, and financial analysts must determine what the 
ratios really indicate (Eisenbeis, 1977; Shim, 1992). Accordingly, it is difficult for 
management to identify and develop methods of improving manufacturer efficiency using 
only financial ratio analysis (Oral, Kettani & Yolalan, 1992). 
This work applies DEA to develop a more comprehensive approach that uses 
accounting line items to measure Taiwanese laptop manufacturers' technical efficiency. 
DEA is more comprehensive than financial ratio analysis for employing multiple inputs 
and outputs. As a result, companies can evaluate their technical efficiencies by using their 
financial reports and DEA. Such computations have the potential to become a more 
comprehensive tool for assisting managers in their routine evaluation of corporate and 
industry performance. 
CHAPTER I1 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This section summarizes previous research on defining efficiency and performance 
measurement, and thus provides a theoretical foundation for this study. Based on this 
foundation, a research model is developed and data analysis is performed in chapter 3 and 
4. 
Overview 
This chapter discusses the theoretical approaches to defining and measuring 
efficiency. Figure 2 shows the literature map of the study. The definitions and different 
kinds of efficiency are discussed. Traditional financial analysis is conducted via ratio 
analysis. Literature on financial ratios is reviewed, and the shortcomings of the financial 
ratio analysis approach are discussed. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a powerful 
new technique that not only supplements traditional approaches to measuring efficiency 
but also illuminates technical efficiency of production units. DEA is applied to measure 
the efficiency performance of laptop manufacturers in Taiwan. 
Efficiency 
Instruments to Measure 
Efficiency using 
Financial Reports 
Manufacturing 
lndust~y 
Technical Ef ic ie~icy 
Data Envelopment Financial Ratio 
Analysis Analysis 
Overcon?r the 
Sl?o~tcomings of Financial 
Financial Ratio 
Analysis w 
Figure 2. Literature map of this research. First, the definitions and different kinds of 
efficiency are discussed. Traditional financial analysis is conducted by ratio analysis. 
Literature on financial ratios is reviewed, and the shortcomings of the financial ratio 
analysis approach are discussed. DEA is a powerful new method that not only 
supplements traditional approaches to measuring efficiency but also illuminates 
organization performance. 
Defining Efficiency 
Economists use the term "efficiency" to describe how well an organization utilizes 
its resources to generate output. Farrell (1957), a pioneer in economic efficiency, showed 
that economic efficiency can be separated into price efficiency and technical efficiency. 
His work is depicted in Figure 3. 
Figure 3. Farrell's efficiency measures. Farrell (1957) showed that economic efficiency 
can be separated into price efficiency and technical efficiency. Technical efficiency is 
defined as OQIOP. Price efficiency is defined as ORIOQ. Price efficiency is defined as 
OWOQ. 
Figure 3 shows the standard definition of efficiency. Assume that an activity is 
conducted under conditions of constant returns to scale. The unit isoquant illustrated in 
Figme 3 describes the technology as the minimum combinations of inputs (L and K) per 
unit of output required to produce one unit of the output. If the relative prices of capital 
and labor are given by the line AA', then point Q' on SS' indicates the least costly 
combination of inputs for producing a given output quantity. If some other point, such as 
P, represents the input combination used by a particular entity, its inefficiency can be 
measured along the ray OP as the proportional excess cost of producing that output over 
the minimum attainable. Because any point on A N  represents the same unit cost of 
production as that at Q', the excess is PRIOR. Farrell proposed that the excess could be 
separated into two components. PQIOQ is the proportional excess cost of inputs used 
over the feasible minimum cost (Q) of producing the given outputs using the input 
proportions indicated by OP, and it is called technical inefficiency. Although Q is a 
technically efficient combination of inputs, but it is not the least-cost combination if 
factor prices are represented by AA'. QRJOR indicates the proportional excess cost 
resulting from the use of inappropriate input proportions. Farrell (1957) termed this 
distortion of input proportions price inefficiency. 
According to Farrell, economic efficiency comprises technical efficiency and price 
efficiency, as described in the section below. 
Technical Eflciency 
Technical efficiency is defined as OQIOP (See Figure 3). All the points on SS' 
represents technical efficiency. Technical efficiency means to use the best technology to 
produce a given output with minimum possible inputs. The minimum amounts of inputs 
are used to produce a given output. In other words, technical efficiency occurs when there 
is no input waste. In essence, production is achieved at the lowest possible opportunity 
cost. Technical efficiency is a prerequisite for economic efficiency (Fried, Lovell & 
Schmidt, 1993). 
In Figure 3, the curve SS' indicates a production frontier that can be used to define 
the relationship between the two inputs (L and K). The production frontier represents all 
possible minimuin combinations of inputs (L and K) capable of producing a fixed output 
level. Consequently, the production frontier reflects the current state of technology in the 
industry. Technically efficient industry firms operate on this frontier, while technically 
inefficient firms operate above it. Point P represents an inefficient point while Q and Q' 
represent efficient points. The firm operating at point P is inefficient because technically 
it could reduce input to the level associated with point Q without requiring more input. 
Technical efficiency, thus, is measured with reference to a firm's location on or off the 
production frontier. To summarize, technical efficiency is used to measure productivity 
performance (Boame, 2001). 
Price EfJiciency 
Price efficiency is defined as OWOQ (See Figure 3). Price efficiency means to 
choose that combination of inputs that are capable of producing a given output and is the 
most economical combination in the resource market given the input prices. For example, 
if labor (L) is low relative to capital (K), firms should use a more labor intensive 
combination of L and K. To summarize, price efficiency is to produce a given output at 
the lowest cost. 
Economic EfJiciency 
Economic efficiency, or overall efficiency (Farrell, 1957), is defined as OWOP (See 
Figure 3). Economic efficiency occurs when a firm produces a given output at minimal 
cost while utilizing the best technology as well. Economic efficiency reflects both 
technical efficiency and price efficiency, and it means that a unit is economically efficient 
if produces a given output with the smallest total expenditure or obtaining the largest total 
production of a good or service with given resources (McConnell & Brue, 1990). 
Performance Measurement 
Economists use the parametric approach to measure efficiency. The parametric 
approach assumes the existence of specific input-output relationships that can be 
identified by analyzing a large body of data. Using this approach, productivity is 
evaluated in relation to a "production function" that formulates the assumed relations 
between inputs and outputs (Nyhan & Martin, 1999). They either assume the form of the 
production function or estimate it statistically. The advantage of the production function 
approach is that it can rigorously test any hypothesis with the fbnctional form of the 
production relationships between inputs and outputs. 
In estimating production functions, the parametric approach assumes a functional 
relationship between inputs and outputs. The values of parameters of the production 
function reflect the production efficiency of a company. However, the assumed form of 
the production function might not reflect the true functional form of the production 
function for certain manufacturers. For example, the production function does not reflect 
the relationship between intermediate and finished goods. However, the non-parametric 
approach with which the researcher is concerned does not deal with a production function 
and does not assume a restricted relationship between inputs and outputs. Instead, an 
empirical model of inputs and outputs is built and measured (Fried, Lovell & Schmidt, 
1993). 
Based on the work of Farrell (1957), economists frequently display technical 
efficiency using the frontier approach. Here, the word "frontier" emphasizes the idea of 
"best practice" or most efficient unit in production. Unlike the non-parametric approach, 
which works best when picturing the shape of an average level of the industry, the best 
performing industry heavily influences the outcome using the frontier function (Noulas, 
Lazaridis, Hatzigayios & Lyroudi, 2001). The frontier approach requires that the 
distribution of technical efficiency be free from assumption. Technical efficiency in the 
conventional frontier approach is implicitly assumed to be monotonic throughout time 
(Mahadevan, 2002). Thus, all industry firms are assumed to share the same technology. 
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Financial Ratio Analysis as an Efficiency Measure 
Public companies frequently use financial ratios for measuring and analyzing 
company performance. (Oral, Kettani & Yolalan, 1992). In financial ratio analysis, return 
on assets, return on equity, and return on investment (See Appendix C )  generally are used 
for efficiency measurement (Shao, 2000). Financial ratios are widely used in all areas of 
business and commerce. The best-known ratios are for financial and production 
management, but ratios have also been established to assess marketing, purchasing and 
personnel management. Ratio measures are a single number in isolation which convey 
little information, and needs to be compared with or put into the context of other numbers, 
measuring either similar quantities in another organization or a related quantity in the 
same organization (Osteryoung, Constand & Nast, 1992). 
Foundation of Financial Ratio Analysis 
In the simplest case, where a process or unit has a single input and output, efficiency 
is defined simply using Equation 1 (Boussofiane, Dyson & Thanassoulis, 1991). 
output Efficiency=- 
input (1) 
Beaver (1 966) was the first scholar to use a single variable model to predict business 
financial crisis. To limit the influences in this study resulting from differences in 
company or industry size, Beaver examined a sample of 79 bankrupt companies and 
matched them with 79 similar capital-sized, non-bankrupt companies in the same 
industries during the period from 1954 to 1964. Beaver used 30 financial ratios to 
calculate the average financial ratios of the two groups and tested the calculation results. 
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He also calculated the ratios and sequence of specific financial ratios in all companies to 
identify the best one and minimize the incorrect classification percentage. Ultimately, he 
identified six variables with lower statistical error than the others. These variables were: 
cash flow to total debt, net profit to total assets, total-debt to total assets, working capital 
to total assets, current ratio, and no-credit interval. Beaver graphed these data and found 
that the data for failed companies clearly deteriorated during the five years, indicating the 
pending downfall of the companies. A clear discrepancy existed between the trends and 
average data of the failed and non-failed companies. For making previous study cleanly, 
Beaver narrowed his research to examine 14 financial ratios based on accounting 
information in 1968 (Beaver, 1968a, 1968b). 
One of the fundamental liinitations of traditional financial ratio analysis is that only 
two dilnensions of activity, represented by numerator and denominator, can be examined 
using any single indicator. For example, a typical performance ratio might examine a 
given output in relation to an input. However, firm complexity means that inputs and 
outputs, both physical and financial, are multidimensional. In yielding a single scalar 
measure of performance, traditional ratios either examine only one part of enterprise 
activity, or they collapse these multiple dimensions into a single unsatisfactory 
accounting number. 
Moreover, difficulty exists in determining which financial ratio to select. More 
typically, processes and organizational units have numerous incommensurate inputs and 
outputs, and this complexity can be incorporated in an efficiency measure by defining the 
efficiency as in Equation 2 (Thanassoulis, 2001). 
weight x output 
Efficiency = 
weight x input 
Altman (1968) was the first to construct stepwise multiple discriminate analyses to 
study financially failed companies. Altman sampled 33 bankrupt and 33 non-bankrupt 
companies for a study conducted during 1946 to 1965. Altman used 22 different financial 
ratios, grouped into five categories: Working capital / Total assets, Retained earnings / 
Total assets, Earnings before interest and taxes / Total assets, Market value equity / Book 
value of total debt, and Sales / Total assets. Altman applied stepwise multiple 
discriminate analyses to these financial ratios to produce a discriminate function as the 
Z-score model. The discriminate hnctions are as follows: 
Z= 0.01X~+0.014X~+0.033X~+0.006X~+0.999X~ 
XI=  Working capital / Total assets 
X2= Retained earnings / Total assets 
X3= Earning before interest and taxes /Total assets 
X4= Market value equity / Book value of total debt 
X5= Sales / Total assets 
Z= Overall Index 
Altman found that the optimum critical value of a Z-score is between 2.67 to 2.68. 
Companies with a Z score of 2.675 are normal. Companies with a Z-score below 1.81 
have a higher chance of going bankrupt. Altman's research found that it is difficult to 
assess the chance of bankruptcy for companies with Z-scores between 1.81 and 3. Altman 
concluded that stepwise multiple discriminate analyses are the best predictors of 
company bankruptcy over a two-year timeframe. Aprediction period exceeding two years 
may not be useful (Altman, 1968). Since the financial ratio model is not dynamic, it 
cannot determine the relevance of the time-series contribution to failure prediction 
(Altman, 1970). 
Mathematically, the relative factor of each firm is calculated as the ratio of its total 
weighted output to its total weighted input, as in Equation 2. This definition requires a set 
of weights to be defined, which can be difficult, particularly if a common set of weights 
is sought that can be applied across a set of organizational units. This problem can be 
resolved by arguing that individual units may have their own particular value systems and, 
therefore, may legitimately require their own specific set of weights. 
Managers frequently conduct financial ratio analyses based on financial reports in 
their financing, investing, or operating decisions. Management decisions can also be 
made using the financial statements of other firms. When deciding where to redirect firm 
resources, managers find other important firms' financial statements that illustrate areas 
where they earn high profit margins (Foster, 1978). 
Financial Ratio Analysis and Technical EfJiciency 
Some studies have attempted to measure efficiency without explicitly resorting, 
namely the non-parametric approach. Almost no attempt has been made by the 
aforementioned to envelop data or associate efficiency with distance from an enveloping 
surface, like L(yA) in Figure 4. Unlike econometric efficiency analyses or the parametric 
approach efficiency analysis, the non-parametric approach measures efficiency without 
the production frontier curve (L(yA) in Figure 4). One of these performance 
measurement approaches is financial ratio analysis (Fried, Lovell & Schmidt, 1993). 
Figure 4. Using shadow prices to measure price efficiency. A producer producing yA and 
facing input price ratio (wlIw2) is located at R. The process estimates the technology 
structure and the parameter (Bil/Bi2), which generates a shadow price ratio 
(Bil/Bi2)(wl/w2) for which R represents efficiency. In the subject case since 
(Bil/Bi2)<1, the shadow input price ratio is less than the observed input price ratio, and 
thus L/IC is larger at R than at the economic efficient point R'. 
Figure 4 illustrates a non-parametric approach (including financial ratio analysis). A 
producer producing yA and facing input price ratio (wlIw2) is located at R. The method 
estimates the technology structure and the parameter (Bil/Bi2), which generates a 
shadow price ratio (Bil/Bi2)(wl/w2) for which R represents efficiency. In the subject 
case since (BilBi2)<1, the shadow input price ratio is less than the observed input price 
ratio, and thus L/K is larger at R than at the economic efficient point R' (Fried, Love11 & 
Schmidt, 1993). These approaches only consider the price relationship (BillBi2) between 
each resource in an organization. Therefore, the non-parametric approach is weak in 
measuring technical efficiency. 
Summarizing the above, financial ratio analysis involves no production function 
curve. The inefficient unit (the R' in Figure 4) modifies the parameter (BilBi2) to 
improve efficiency in financial ratio analysis. Thus, firms always produce on a virtual 
production frontier curve, and are assumed to maintain continuous technical efficiency 
(See Figure 4), but they are not tested to see if they actually are producing under a 
condition of technical efficiency. Thus, financial ratio analysis is considered a poor tool 
for measuring a firm's technical efficiency (Shao, 2000; Boame, 2001). 
Shortcomings of Financial Ratio Analysis 
Financial ratios are practical tools for performance measurement, especially 
considering the availability of balance sheet and income statements. All organizations 
need to review their basic operations periodically to make sure they respond 
appropriately to changing environments and opportunities (Olujide, 2000). However, as 
mentioned previously, it is extremely difficult to demonstrate performance using a single 
output and input model. Although some studies (Altman, 1968; Chung & Szenberg, 1996) 
try to overcome this shortcoming by weighting financial ratios and linking them via a 
linear function, they are still based on single-input-output ratios and do not show the true 
multi-input-output process of firms (Ayadi, Adebayo & Omolehinwa, 1998). 
In addition, because many financial ratios are highly correlated with each other, it is 
difficult to choose which ratios to use. The most striking aspect of the present state of 
financial ratio analysis is the absence of an explicit theoretical structure. Users of 
financial ratios are forced to rely on the authority of managerial experience (Horrigan, 
1968). Managers should be careful when judging which financial ratios are good for 
performance measurement (Eisenbeis, 1977). Typical financial reports may contain up to 
30 financial ratios (See Appendix C), but empirical studies demonstrate that most 
individuals can only deal with six to eight components of financial information when 
making decisions. There are simply too many possible financial ratios available for 
managers to use all of them in malting decisions (Zeller, Stanko & Cleverley, 1997). Each 
ratio is examined individually, and the professional knowledge of financial analysts is 
required to determine what the ratios really reveal as well as to explain them (Shim, 
1992). 
Financial ratio analysis attempts to measure efficiency without using the production 
function in the measurement. Unlike inuch econometric efficiency analysis and most 
mathematical programming efficiency analyses, financial ratios analysis does not deal 
with technical efficiency (Fried, Lovell & Schmidt, 1993). 
Data Envelopment Analysis and Technical Efficiency 
DEA is a relatively new technique for measuring company efficiency using a 
frontier approach. The DEA technique supplements traditional approaches and provides 
more comprehensive insights into organizational performance. DEA is a powerful tool 
that can be utilized to analyze and improve company performance (Norton, 1994) and is 
being generally used generally as a tool for measuring the technical efficiency of various 
organizations (Giokas, 2002; Thore, Phillips, Ruefli & Yue, 1996). DEA thus represents a 
good tool for performance measurement. Appendix A illustrates the mathematical model 
of DEA. 
The Measurement of Technical Eficiency 
Modem efficiency measurement began with Farrell (1957), who devised a simple 
measure of firm efficiency that could account for multi-inputs. Farrell identified firm 
technical efficiency as a firm's ability to verb a given output from a minimum set of 
inputs, measurable by OQIOP in Figure 3 where Q represent efficiency and P represents 
inefficiency. Technical efficiency measures lie between 0 and 1 (or 0% to 100%). 
Technical efficiency measurement assumes that the production of h l ly  efficient firms is 
laown. The measure of technical efficiency addresses the question: "By how much can 
input quantities be proportionally reduced without altering the output quantities 
produced?" (Farrell, 1957,p.255). 
FLe and Hunsaker (1986) noted the DEA method designed by Chames, Cooper and 
Rhodes (1978) satisfies the properties of technical efficiency and actually measures 
technical efficiency (See Appendix B). 
Background of the DEA Approach 
DEA is a linear programming model devised by Chames, Cooper and Rhodes (1978). 
It measures the technical efficiency, or productivity, for each member of a set of 
comparable producing units. 
Chames, Cooper and Rhodes extended the approach of Farrell (1957) to establish a 
model that broadened the single-input and single-output ratio measurement of efficiency 
of a single Decision Making Unit (DMU) into a multiple-input and multiple-output 
setting. Their extended model measures technical efficiency. The technical efficiency of a 
DMU is computed using the measure of efficiency illustrated in Equation 2. 
Figure 5 illustrates the case of input minimization where inputs are radically 
contracted to measure the efficiency of five DMUs. The line representing the efficient 
points as A, B, and C comprises the efficient frontier representing actual achieved 
efficiency, and the A-B-C line is similar to the SS' line in Figure 3. Decision Making Unit 
P is classified as technically inefficient in this sample of five units, and will have to move 
to P' on the frontier to be considered technically efficient. Clearly, the technically 
efficient frontier surrounds all other data points, thus giving rise to the name DEA. 
(Norman & Stoker, 1991). 
Figure 5. Generic two-inputs and one-output efficiency frontier with five DMUs. The line 
representing the efficient points as A, B, and C comprises the efficient frontier 
representing actual achieved efficiency. DMU P is classified as technically inefficient in 
this sample of five units, and will have to move to P' on the frontier to be considered 
technically efficient. 
DEA focuses on measuring the technical efficiency of DMUs. Meanwhile, technical 
efficiency represents an attempt to produce a given output with minimum inputs (Norman 
& Stoker, 1991). Technological progress represents an outward shift of the efficiency 
frontier in Figure 5 due to technological advancement, and should be distinguished from 
gains in technical efficiency represented by the DMUs moving towards the frontier. 
Technology is assumed to be fixed within the industry for each DMU, just as in Farrell's 
theory. 
In the DEA approach, no particular structure is superimposed on the research data 
for identifying the efficient units (Mester, 1996). Instead, a best-practice structure is 
empirically constructed by applying linear programming to inputs and outputs. Moreover, 
this feature also means that units with different configurations of inputs and outputs can 
be recognized as efficient in production process implementation. DEA determines the 
inefficiency of a particular unit by comparing it to efficient units with similar 
configurations. This arrangement contrasts with parametric techniques where a particular 
measure of inefficiency is associated with statistical averages that may or may not be 
applicable to the composition of that unit. 
DEA labels a unit as either efficient or inefficient compared to its reference set of 
performance measurement. So, the reference set of a unit is comprised of efficient units 
that most resemble that unit in input and output levels. In Figure 4, DMU C and DMU D 
form the reference set for DMU A and determine the efficiency score. Thus, knowing 
which efficient units are most comparable to the inefficient unit enables the manager to 
understand the nature of inefficiencies better (Sherman & Gold, 1985). 
Applications o f  the DEA Approach 
DEA has been applied in various organizations such as health care (Giokas, 2002; 
Ozcan & McCue, 1996), education (Ruggiero & Vitaliano, 1999; Thanassoulis, 1996; 
Aud, 2002), government (Nguyen, 2000), banks (Mulcherjee, Nath & Pal, 2002; Oral & 
Yolalan, 1992), insurance (Lin, 2002), retail stores (Tankersley, 2000), agriculture 
(Ahmed, 1998), military recruitment (Pitaktong, 1993), cargo service (Elkims, 2003), and 
the computer industry (Thore, Phillips, Ruefli & Yue, 1996). Using DEA, Smith (1990) 
extended traditional ratio analysis to permit the incorporation of any number of 
performance dimensions. Sinith rated 47 pharmaceutical firms using annual financial 
statement data, with average equity and average debt used as inputs, and earnings, 
interest payments, and tax payment as outputs. 
Thore, Phillips, Ruefli and Yue (1996) used several alternative lists of financial 
inputs and outputs to perform DEA calculations for the United States' computer industry. 
They ranked the efficiency of U.S. computer companies from 1981 to 1990 using DEA. 
To reflect the dynamic setting of the computer industry, input variables are measured by 
investment in capital and expenditure on R&D, while the output variables are measured 
by sales revenues, profits, and market capitalization. The authors developed a procedure 
for studying the time path of the observed DEA ratings of high tech companies during 
their product cycles. Their empirical observations confirmed that the key relationship was 
that between efficiency and the product life cycle. Since computer companies differed 
markedly in their successes in product life cycle management, they also displayed very 
different efficiency results. Some companies, like Apple and Compaq, manufacturing 
products with long and sustained cycles, were consistently positioned at the efficiency 
frontier. However, most cornpanies were inefficient, and they spent heavily to bring 
streams of innovative products on line. 
The DEA model that was built by Thore, Phillips, Ruefli and Yue (1996) applies just 
to the United States' computer industry, and their study shows that DEA is a good tool for 
performance measurement in the information technology industry. For measuring 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers' efficiency, this study builds a DEA model specifically 
for Taiwanese laptop manufacturers. 
Strengths and Weaknesses of the DEA Approach 
Depending on the problem orientation, DEA possesses some extremely useful 
features. The advantages of DEA include the following (Chames, Cooper, Lewin & 
Seiford, 1994): 
- Each DMU has a single efficiency score. 
- By projecting inefficient units within the efficiency envelope, DEA analysis highlights 
areas requiring improvement for each single DMU. 
- Multiple inputs and outputs, stated in different measurement units, can be handled. 
- The focus is on a best-practice frontier rather than on population central-tendencies. 
Evely unit is compared to an efficient unit or a combination of efficient units. This 
comparison leads to sources of inefficiency of units not located on the frontier. 
- No restrictions are imposed on the functional form relating inputs to outputs. 
These characteristics have made DEA a popular method of efficiency assessment. 
However, standard DEA models include some inherent limitations. The same 
characteristics that make DEA a powerful tool can also create problems. The weaknesses 
of DEA include: 
- Froin a managerial point of view, it may be more useful to compare each unit (firms or 
operation processes) to a frontier of absolute best performance unit. In fact, one might 
argue that efficient units may not be efficient enough, and the created frontier does not 
reflect the real potential of these units. It must be emphasized again, that the settings 
wliere DEA is most useful are those where it is not possible to loosely generate 
industry standards, hence an absolute frontier is not possible (Chames, Cooper, Lewin 
& Seiford, 1994). 
- The units deemed efficient are only efficient in relation to other units in the same 
sample. Conceivably, a unit outside the sample could attain higher efficiency than the 
best practice unit in the sample. Restated, an efficient unit does not necessarily 
maximize the output for a given level of input (Miller & Noulas, 1996). 
- The frontier of a production curve is built in a positive-positive quarter (See Figure 5), 
and thus DEA only can be applied with positive data (Charnes, Cooper, Lewin & 
Seiford, 1994). 
- A DEA only measures technical efficiency. Therefore, it is not a comprehensive measure 
of efficiency (Giokas, 2002). 
Conclusion of Literature Review 
Farrell's (1957) study identified three varieties of efficiency: technical efficiency, 
price efficiency and economic efficiency. Technical efficiency is extremely important for 
manufacturers, indicating the efficient use of resources in a production process (Boame, 
2001). Therefore, measuring technical efficiency is important for manufacturers. 
Although financial ratio analysis is a popular method of performance measurement 
using financial reports, it measures efficiency without a production frontier curve (Fried, 
Lovell & Schmidt, 1993). Financial ratio analysis is a poor tool for measuring technical 
efficiency of manufacturers (Shao, 2000). Additionally, it is very difficult for managers to 
select the correct financial ratios for measuring efficiency (Zeller, Stanko & Cleverley, 
1997), and these ratios require professional interpretation (Shim, 1992). 
DEA is a powerful tool for use by manufacturers in measuring technical efficiency 
(Norton, 1994). Applying DEA, a manufacturing manager can create a multi-input-output 
model. Based on such a model, manufacturing managers can compare themselves with 
other firms in the same industry, and can identify the leader in technical efficiency that 
they can use as a learning model. 
CHAPTER I11 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
This section addresses the research questions examined in this work, the study 
model and methods, the data source, and data collection. This section also includes 
descriptions of analyses methods, including both descriptive and inferential techniques, 
and the expected results. 
Overview 
This chapter describes the methodology of this study, which focuses on measuring 
the technical efficiency of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers. Technical efficiency is very 
important for companies in a manufacturing industry, indicating the efficient use of 
resources in a production process (Boame, 2001). In addition, measuring a firm's 
technical efficiency versus others in its industry provides firm managers with information 
about their companies' production process, over which they have control. Price efficiency 
is about using the cost minimizing combination of inputs capable of producing a given 
output. Technical efficiency is more important than price efficiency since the price of 
inputs is the same for Taiwanese laptop manufacturers. It is more likely that the laptop 
firms will use the cost minimizing combination of inputs. 
A multi-input-output model is developed, and data from financial reports of 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers is fit into the model. The analytical results can be used 
by the management of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers to assess and improve production 
efficiency for future research. 
This section first defines the research questions, and then discusses the research 
design, instruments used, procedures, data collection methods, and methods of data 
analyses. This work could be a foundation for further research to identify strategies for 
improving the technical efficiency of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers. Improvement in 
technical efficiency would lead to higher overall efficiency of these manufacturers. The 
analytical results presented in this work provide the insight about technical efficiency 
inside Taiwan's laptop industry. While this study provides the technical efficiency 
ranking of manufacturers, further research could investigate the sources of inefficiencies 
in the less efficient manufacturers that may result in strategy design, quality, and 
operational improvements in the Taiwan laptop industry. 
This work uses secondary data to conduct quantitative research and investigation. 
This work employs the financial data from annual reports publicly traded laptop 
I 
manufacturers in Taiwan, obtained from Simple Balance Sheet and Simple Income 
Statement. The data are fit to a multi-input-output model of Data Envelopment Analysis 
(DEA), and the results are then analyzed to assess the relative efficiency of Taiwanese 
laptop manufacturers. 
Research Questions 
This work explores the key influences on the technical efficiency of Taiwanese 
laptop manufacturers. The frontier theory of Farrell(1957) is the theoretical foundation of 
the study, and the DEA approach is used to measure production efficiency. The research 
questions addressed in this work are: 
- What is the best method of measuring the technical efficiency of Taiwanese laptop 
manufacturers? 
- How much does technical efficiency differ among Taiwanese laptop manufacturers? 
Research Design 
DEA is used to measure the relative technical efficiency of Taiwanese laptop 
n~anufacturers. There are four steps in the research design of this study (See Figure 6). 
The first step is the definition of the research target (Decision Making Unit; DMU). The 
second step is the definition of research variables in this study, and these variables 
include input variables and output variables. The third step is data collection and DEA 
inodel building with these variables. The last step is efficiency analysis with the DEA 
inodel by the DEA approach. 
The DEA method is used to rank the technical efficiency of Taiwanese laptop 
manufacturers. The study identifies the inefficient manufacturers, and provides a 
foundation for further research to investigate sources of the inefficiencies. 
Definition and Selection of Decision Making Units 
1 / Definition of Input and Output Variables I 
4 
DEA Procedure and Implementation 
I Findings and Recommendations I 
Figure 6. Research design of this research. There are four steps in this study, and they are 
Definition and Selection of Decision Making Units, Definition of Input and Output 
Variables, DEA Procedure and Implementation and Findings and Recommendations. 
Data Envelopment Analysis 
The main analysis method used in this study is the DEA approach. DEA can 
compare the technical efficiency of similar business units that use multiple inputs to 
produce multiple outputs. The DEA approach is a linear programming model that 
attempts to compare company efficiency, expressed as ratio of outputs to inputs, with that 
of a group of similar companies producing the same products (Brockett, Charnes, Cooper, 
Huang & Sun, 1997). Efficient units are those with efficiency scores of loo%, whereas 
other units with efficiency scores below 100% are classified as inefficient units. As noted 
by Norman and Stocker (1991), "100% relative efficiency is attained by any unit only 
when compared with other units; it is a relative measure rather than absolute." (p.7). 
Dejnition of Variables 
All public companies in Taiwan have been required to make their Simple Balance 
Sheets and Simple Income Statements public since 2002 (Taiwan Securities and Futures 
Commission, 2004). Unlike traditional balance sheets and income statements, Simple 
Balance Sheets and Simple Income Statements are simple and clear. The Simple Balance 
Sheet contains 14 accounting line items (See Table 4) and the Simple Income Statement 
contains 10 accounting line items (See Table 5) (Ministry of Economic Affairs, Taiwan, 
2004). All of these accounting line items from the Simple Balance Sheets and Simple 
Income Statements of publicly traded Taiwanese laptop manufacturers are employed in 
this work. The variable definitions used in this study are listed in Tables 4 and 5. 
Following Taiwanese Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), Table 6 
lists the relationship between each accounting line item in the Simple Balance Sheet, and 
Table 7 lists the relationship between each accounting line item in the Simple Income 
Statement (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). 
Table 4 
The Accounting Line Items in Simple Balance Sheet 
Code Accounting Line Items Definitions 
l l xx Current Assets Current Assets are cash and other assets or resources commonly as those which are reasonably 
expected to be realized in cash or sold or consumed during a normal operating cycle of business 
(Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). For example: cash, short-term investments, receivables, 
inventories, and prepaid expenses. 
14xx Long-term Investments Long-term Investments are the assets that are intended to be held for an extended period of time 
that is longer than one operating cycle (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). For examples: debt 
securities, equity securities, tangible assets, and investments held in special funds. 
15xx Property, Plant, & Assets of a durable nature that are to be used in the production or sale of goods, sale of other assets, 
Equipment or rendering of services rather than being held for sale (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). 
17xx IntangibleAssets Non-current, non-materialistic assets of a business, the possession of which provides anticipative 
benefits to a owner. An amortization of an intangible asset is credited directly to a asset account, 
although it is acceptable to use an accu~nulated amortization account (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & 
Foran, 1992). Goodwill, trademarks, and copyrights are examples of intangible assets. 
l Rxx Other Assets It is an all-inclusive heading for accounts that do not fit neatly into any of the other asset categories 
(Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992), for example: long-term prepaid expenses, deferred taxes, 
and restricted cash. 
21ss Current Liabilities There are obligations whose liquidation is reasonablv ex~ected to reauire a use of existine 
. . 
resources classifiable as a creation of current obligations. Obligations that are d i e  on 
demand or which are callable at anv time bv a lender are classified as current reeardless of the 
" 
intent of the entity or lender (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992), for example: accounts 
payable, short-term notes payable, and wages payable. 
I xxx 
2xxx 
Long-term Liabilities 
Other Liabilities 
Capital 
Additional Paid-in Capital 
Retained Earnings 
Assets 
Liabilities 
Owners' Equity 
Long-term Liabilities are obligations that are not expected to be liquidated within a current 
operating cycle. Long-term obligations where certain covenants exist are classified as Current 
Liabilities if any of those covenants have been violated and a lender has a right to demand payment 
(Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992), for example: a long issuance of bonds, long-term notes, 
and lease obligations. 
Items that do not meet a definition of liabilities, such as deferred income taxes or deferred 
investment tax credits. Many times these items will be included in current or non-current liabilities 
even though technically they are not similar (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992), such as 
deferred income taxes or deferred investment tax credits. 
It is stock which consists of a par value of preferred and common shares. A number of shares 
authorized, a number issued, and a number outstanding should be clearly shown (Delaney, Epstein, 
Adler & Foran, 1992). 
Additional Paid-in Capital represents all capital contributed to a corporation other than that defined 
as par or stated value. It can arise from proceeds received from a sale of common and preferred 
shares in excess of their par or stated values (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). 
Retained Earnings represent an accumulated amount of earnings of a corporation from date of 
inception less a cumulative amount of distributions made to shareholders and other charges to 
retained earnings. A distribution to shareholders generally takes a form of dividend payments but 
may take other forms as well, such as a reacquisition of shares for amounts in excess of an original 
issuance proceeds (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). 
Assets are a sum of Current Assets, Long-term Investments, Property, Plant & Equipment, 
Intangible Assets, and Other Assets. Assets equal a sum of Liabilities and Owners' Equity. Probable 
future economic benefits obtained or controlled by particular entity as result of past transactions or 
events (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). 
Liahilities are a sum of Current Liabilities. Long-tenn Liabilities, and Other Liabilities. Liabilities 
are displayed on the balance sheet in the order of payment. Probable future sacrifices of economic 
benefits arising from present obligations o f a  particular entity to transfer assets or provide services 
to other entities in the future as result of past transactions or events (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & 
Foran, 1992). 
Owners' Equity is the sum of Capital, Additional Paid-in Capital, and Retained Earnings, and it also 
is a residual interest in an asset that remains aRer deducting liabilities. In business enterprises, the 
equity is an ownership interest (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). Owners' Equity is an 
interest of stockholders in assets of a corporation. 
Table 5 
The Accounting Line Items in Simple Income Statement 
Code Accounting Line Items Definitions 
4xxx Operating Revenue Revenues are Increases in assets or decreases in liabilities during a period from delivering goods, 
rendering services, or other activities constituting the enterprise's central operations (Delaney, 
Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). It is charges to customers for the goods or services provided 
during the period. 
Sxxx Operating Costs 
59xx Gross lncome 
6xxx Operating Expenses 
69xx Operating lncome 
Operating Costs are costs of goods sold. It is the cost of the inventory items sold during the 
period. Net purchases are added to beginning inventory to get the cost of goods available for sale. 
From the cost of goods available for sale amount, the ending inventory is deducted to get cost of 
goods sold. A manufacturing company computes the cost of goods sold in a slightly different way 
(Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). 
Gross lncome is the difference between operating revenne and operating costs (Weygandt, Kieso 
& Kell, 1987). It is profit from sales revenue before deducting the over variable expenses of 
making the sales. Gross income is one step short of the final margin earned on making sales 
(Tracy, 1997). 
They are primarily recurring costs associated with central operations that are incurred in order to 
generate sales (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). Operating Expenses are normally 
reported in the following two categories: selling expenses, and general &administrative 
expenses. Selling expenses are those expenses directly related to the company's efforts to 
generate sales. General &administrative expenses are expenses related to the general 
administration of a company's operations. 
The difference between Gross lncome and Operating Expenses is called Operating Income 
(Weygandt, Kieso & Kell, 1987). They stem from the peripheral transactions of the entity. These 
items are shown with the normal, recurring revenues and expenses (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & 
Foran, 1992). 
7xxx Non-operating Revenue It is revenue not related to the central operations of a company (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 
1992), for example: gains and losses on the disposal of equipment, interest revenues, and 
dividend revenues. 
75xx Non-operating Expenses They are expenses not related to the central operations of the company (Delaney, Epstein, Adler 
& Foran, 1992), such as interest expense. 
79xx Income before Income Tax lncome before lncome Tax is the sum of Operating lncome and the difference between 
Non-operating Revenue and Non-operating Expenses (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992) 
8xxx Income Tax Expense That portion of the total Income Tax Expense which is applicable to continuing operations 
(Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). 
96xx Net Income The difference between Income before Income Tax and Income Tax Expense is called Net 
lncome (Weygandt, Kieso & Kell, 1987). If they are material, they should be disclosed separately 
and show above income from continuing operations after income taxes (Delaney, Epstein, Adler 
& Foran, 1992). 
Table 6 
The Relationship ofAccounting Line Items in a Simple Balance Sheet 
Main Accounting Line Items The Relationship Between Other Accounting Line Items 
Assets =Liabilities + Owners' Equity 
Assets 
Liabilities 
Owners' Equity 
= Current Assets +Long-term Investments + Property, Plant, & Equipment + 
Intangible Assets + Other Assets 
=Current Liabilities + Long-Tenn Liabilities + Other Liabilities 
= Capital + Additional Paid-in Capital + Retained Earnings 
The Relationship ofAccounting Line Items in a Simple Income Statement 
lncome The Relationship Between Other Accounting Line Items 
Gross Income = Operating Revenue - Operating Costs 
Operating Income = Operating Revenue - Operating Costs - Operating Expenses 
Incotne Before Income Tax = Operating Revenue - Operating Costs - Operating Expenses + (Non-Operating 
Revenue - Nan-Operating Expenses) 
Net Income = Operating Revenue - Operating Costs - Operating Expenses + (Non-Operating 
Revenue - Non-Operating Expenses) - Income Tax Expense 
Data Collection 
This work examines the Taiwanese laptop manufacturers listed on the Taiwan Stock 
Exchange Corporation (TSEC). The sample companies were duly approved by the 
Futures & Stocks Administrator Committee and the Ministry of Finance of Taiwan, with 
Simple Balance Sheets and Simple Income Statements. The financial reports of the 
companies provide the data source for this study. The selected study period was 2002, 
during which year 12 Taiwanese laptop manufacturers (See Table 8) posted their Simple 
Balance Sheets and Simple Income Statements (Appendix D). The data sources in the 
study, including company information and financial reports, were adapted from the 
Market Observation Post System (http://newmops.tse.com.tw) which is built by TSEC. 
Research Procedure 
Based on the DEA procedure flow chart of Golany and Roll (See Figure 7), 
conducting an efficiency study using the DEA approach involves three main phases: 
Phase 1 : Definition and selection of Decision Making Units (DMUs). 
Phase 2: Determination of input and output variables which are relevant to and suitable 
for assessing the relative efficiency of the selected DMUs. 
Phase 3: Implementation of the DEA models. 
Define Population of DMUs 
PHASE 1 
Set Goals for Analysis 
Select DMUs to Compare 
I I 
I 
I List Relevant Factors I 
I I 
Examine Factors I (Judgment) 7
I Examine Factors II (Corrections) I 
/ Examine Factors 111 (Trial Runs) I 
I I 
I 
I Formalize Final Model I 
I I 
I I f 
Present Initial Results 
Figuve 7. Golany and Roll's DEA procedure application flow chart. Golany and Roll 
I 
I I 
I I I 
I f f f I 
(1  989) build an application procedure for DEA, and it can be shown as three phase. Phase 
1 is definition and selection of DMUs. Phase 2 is determination of input and output 
variables which are relevant to and suitable for assessing the relative eEciency of the 
selected DMUs. Phase 3 is implementation of the DEA models. 
I I 
L - _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - - - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ l  
General Conclusions & 
Recommendations 
I 
I 
I 
Analyze by Individual 
DMU 
Definition and Selection of DMUs 
A wealth of data is available, in the form of easily available standard corporate 
Analyze by Factor 
I 
I 
I 
I 
financial reports, for any corporation with publicly traded stock. As noted above, this 
work employs such data which is taken from the Market Observation Post System of the 
TSEC. This data is used to perform a DEA to measure the relative technical efficiency of 
Taiwanese laptop industry manufacturers. 
Table 8 
The 12 Taiwanese Laptop Manufacturers in this Study 
Symbol Company Name Web Address E-Mail 
2319 FIC First International Computer, Inc. http://www.fic.com.tw 
2324 Compal Compal Electronics, Inc. http:/lwww.compal.com 
2331 Elitegroup Elitegroup Computer Systelns http:l~www~ecs,com,tw Co.,Ltd. 
2353 Acer Acer, Inc. http:l/www.acer.com 
2356 Inventec lnventec Co~p .  http:l/www.inventec.com.tw 
2357 Asustek Asustek Computer Inc. http:l/www.asus.cam.tw 
2362 Clevo Clevo Corp. http://www.clevo.com.tw 
2364 Twinhead Twinhead International Corp. Iittp://www.twinhead.com.tw
2381 Arima Arima Computer Corp. http://www.arinia.com.tw 
2382 QCI Quanta Computer, Inc. http:/1www.quanta.co1n.tw 
3005 MTC MiTAC Technology Corp. http://www.mitac-mtc.com.tw 
3231 Wistron Wistron Corp. http:l/www.wistron.co~n  
Note. Adapted from "Market Observation Post System of Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation." 
by Taiwan Securities and Futures Commission, 2004. 
There are many laptop manufacturers in Taiwan, and there are total of 12 laptop 
finished goods manufacturers that are listed on the TSEC, as listed in Table 8 (Taiwan 
Securities and Futures Commission, 2004a; Yahoo Taiwan Finance, 2004). These 12 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers are all DMUs in this study. 
Since DEA is designed to examine a linear industrial production efficiency frontier, 
it is important to keep the list of participating companies relatively homogeneous, so that 
key production activities carried out by the companies are comparable (Silkman, 1986). 
The main operational activity of the 12 companies discussed in this work is laptop 
production. This research uses the latest financial reports posted by these Taiwanese 
laptop manufacturers, which are those from 2002. 
This study uses the information from financial reports of these Taiwanese laptop 
manufacturers posted on the TSEC. Since this information is public, the researcher has 
access to the data legally. However, to prevent any adverse effect on these companies and 
employing the recommendation of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) (See Appendix 
H and I), the identities and names of the companies will be kept confidential by the 
researcher and will be destroyed after five years. This study will code these 12 Taiwanese 
laptop manufacturers with TLMO1, TLM02, TLM03, . . ., and TLM12. 
Determination of Input and Output Variables 
Selecting appropriate input and output variables is the key issue in applying DEA to 
measure the relative efficiency of any type of firm, since DEA determines the evaluation 
context of the comparison (Yeh, 1996). This is partially true for corporations, because 
considerable disagreement exists regarding the appropriate inputs and outputs for the 
laptop industry. 
Previous studies (Oral & Yolalan, 1992; Parkan, 1987; Brunner, Hancock & 
McLaughlin, 1992) generally have adopted one of two approaches to justify selection of 
factors to represent values of the input and output selection. The first approach to 
determining input and output variables views firms as organizations that use the resources 
of labor, capital, and land as input factors to design products and services as output 
factors. This approach does not consider revenue to be an output. Oral and Yolalan (1992), 
and Parkan (1987) have applied this approach to measure firm efficiency. The second 
approach uses the simple rule that if something produces revenue, it is an output; if 
something requires expense, it is an input (Bmnner, Hancock & McLaughlin, 1992). This 
approach emphasizes the profitability of a firm in relation to various expenditures. 
Input and output variables in this study are chosen from the 24 accounting line items 
displayed in the Simple Balance Sheets and Simple Income Statements (Table 4 and 5) of 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers. Justifying an accounting line item as an output variable 
or input variable, and using these two simple rules, is very difficult. Therefore, selection 
of inputs and outputs variables can influence the discriminatory powers of DEA. The 
choice of input and output variables listed above should be arrived at following 
considerable experimentation using alternative variable lists. 
- Judgment Process for Selection of Variables 
The list of relevant factors of performance measuring is generally large, and some 
items on the list may be virtually identical, some may not be crucial, and others may be 
conflicting or confusing. Therefore, the first stage in selecting input variables and output 
variables is critical examination by expert decision-makers from the field in which the 
DMUs operate (Golany & Roll, 1989). 
In addition, the data set will frequently contain negative numbers. The original DEA 
approach cannot complete an analysis with negative numbers, and it requires all numbers 
to be non-negative and preferably positive (Chames, Cooper, Lewin & Seiford, 1994). 
Regarding income in accounting line items, whether Gross Incoine (59xx), 
Operating Income (69xx), Incoine before Income Tax (79xx), or Net Inconle (96xx), 
some of these figures will be negative when companies are losing money (Tracy, 1997). 
When costs exceed revenue, income is negative. They are calculated based on other 
accounting line items, and the information is repeated (See Tables 6 and 7). In the 
research data, FIC (2319) and Twinhead (2364)'s Operating Income (69xx) and Net 
Income (96xx) are negative numbers (See Appendix D). 
Following GAAP, Income Tax Expenses (8xxx) may be negative. When a company 
purchases new equipment for business, the company may expense the equipment in the 
period of purchase for tax purposes. However, for accounting purposes, the equipment is 
depreciated and taxes taken over some years (Weygandt, Kieso & Kell, 1987). Company 
taxable income is calculated using prescribed tax regulations, while company Income 
before Income Taxes is measured using GAAP. Differences frequently arise between tax 
regulations and GAAP because the former is designed to raise revenue and the latter is 
designed to provide useful financial statements (Delaney, Epstein, Adler & Foran, 1992). 
In the research data presented to date, FIC (23 19), Clevo (2362), Thinhead (2364), Arima 
(2381), and Wistron (3231)'s Income Tax Expenses (8xxx) are negative one (See 
Appendix D). Additionally, the work focuses on the productivity, but Income Tax 
Expense (8xxx) is not produced in the production process. Operating Revenue (4xxx) is 
produced following the production process. 
To summarize, this work includes 19 accounting line items. The other five 
accounting line items may be negative or may involve repeated information: Income Tax 
Expense (8xxx), Gross Income (59xx), Operating Income (69xx), Income before Income 
Tax (79xx), and Net Income (96xx). DEA cannot be applied to negative data (Charnes, 
Cooper, Lewin & Seiford, 1994). This problem represents a limitation of this research. 
Economics researchers focus on revenue, not earnings or income, and operating revenue 
in Simple Income Statements approximates the economics ideal. 
- Corrections 
The "isotonicity" relations that are assumed for the DEA approach, an increase in 
any input should not result in a decrease in any output. Consequently, the values of some 
factors may have to be inverted before they are entered into the analysis (Golany & Roll, 
1989). This work applies the coefficient of correlation ( p )  to test the "isotonicity". Table 
9 lists the correlation of all the variables in this research, that have values bigger than 0. 
"Isotonicity" exists between among of all of the variables. 
- DEA Procedure 
After judging the variables, this study uses 4 accounting line items from the Simple 
Income Statement and 14 accounting line items from the Simple Balance Sheet. With the 
relationship between each accounting line item (see Table 6 and 7), the study includes six 
groups of models (See Table 10). 
In Table 10, Group 1 is based on the four accounting line items from a Simple 
Income Statement and Assets (lxxx) from a Simple Balance Sheet. Group 2, based on 
Group 1, Assets (lxxx) of Simple Balance Sheet is based on the sum of Liabilities (2xxx) 
and Owners' Equity (3xxx). For Group 3, based on Group 2, Liabilities (2xxx) is the sum 
of Current Liabilities (21 xx), Long-Term Liabilities (23xx) and Other Liabilities (28xx). 
For Group 4, based on Group 2, Owners' Equity (3xxx) is the sum of Capital (31xx), 
Additional Paid-in Capital (32xx) and Retained Earnings (33xx). Group 5 based on the 
relationship between Liabilities (2xxx) and Owners Equity (3xxx) and other accounting 
line items. Group 6 based on Group 1, and Assets (lxxx) is the sum of Current Assets 
(1 lxx), Long-Term Investments (14xx), Property, Plant & Equipment (1 5xx), Intangible 
Assets (1 7xx), and Other Assets (1 8xx) (See Table 6). 
Table 9 
Coeficient of Correlation of the Variables in This Study 
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Note. This work applies the coefficient of correlation to test the "isotonicity". This table lists the correlation of all the variables in 
this research, that have values bigger than 0. "Isotonicity" exists between among of all of the variables. 
Table 10 
The 6 Groups ofInputs and Outputs in This Study 
'C;m-d;rela&"3Ergen~e 
<:sror> 
Amount of 
Aeomgng 5 7 9 9 11 10 
Note. This study uses 4 accounting line items from the Simple Income Statement and 14 accounting line items from the Simple 
Balance Sheet. With the relationship between each accounting line item, the study includes six groups of models. 
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Regarding the number of input variables and output variables, a rule of thumb 
established here is that the number of DMUs should be at least twice the number of 
inputs and outputs considered (Golany & Roll, 1989). On the one hand, a tendency exists 
to increase the number of unit, the probability of capturing high performance units that 
would determine the efficiency frontier increases with population size. A larger set of 
units enables sharper identification of typical relations between set inputs and outputs. 
Furthermore, as the number of units increases, it becomes possible to include more 
factors in the analysis. On the other hand, the homogeneity within a set decrease with 
increasing number of units, increasing the possibility that results may be influenced by 
some exogenous factors that are not interest. This work investigates 12 companies, so the 
optimum number of input variables and output variables is below 6. Only Group 1 is 
below 6, and, thus, is the best group in this study (See Table 10). 
Based on the 6 accounting line items in Group 1 in Table 10, 62 different 
combinations of output variables were tested with different input variables as 62 
pre-models of this study (See Appendix E). These 62 pre-models were used for all runs 
for calculating efficie~icy scores via the DEA approach, and these 62 pre-models' DEA 
efficiency score are shown as Appendix F. 
Applications reported in the literature do not suggest specific quantitative measures 
to be used at this stage. Therefore, the results presented in this study can be assessed 
using the following three measures (Roll, Golany & Seroussy, 1989): 
- Dtstinction power. This value is estimated based on the standard deviation of the 
efficiency scores. Here is sought to find the input-output mix that distinguishes among 
the DMUs most clearly. The value of distinction power will be calculated for different 
combinations of input and output variables (accounting line items) in this study. 
- Distinction sharpness. This value is measured based on the maximal ranking range of 
the outcomes. This measure overlaps to a certain extent with the previous one in its 
attempt to identify the input-output mix that would bring about the largest dispersion of 
outcomes. The value of distinction sharpness will be calculated for different 
combinations of input and output variables (accounting line items) in this study. 
- Avevage eficiency scorae. This average is generally relative to distinction power and 
distinction sharpness measures, since the lower its value the more likely that the 
distinction measures applied earlier will have higher values. The average efficiency 
score will be calculated for different coinbinations of input and output variables 
(accounting line items) in this study. 
These 62 pre-models' value and rank of average efficiency scores, distinction 
sharpness (standard deviation of efficiency scores), and distinction sharpness (ranking 
range of efficiency scores) are shown in Appendix G. A good DEA model should separate 
efficiency and inefficiency units clearly with low average efficiency score, high 
distinction power, and high distinction sharpness. In Appendix G, the value of overall 
ranking is the multiplication of the rank of average efficiency score, the rank of 
distinction sharpness, and the rank of distinction sharpness (Roll, Golany & Seroussy, 
1989). 
t Output 9.'sriabler; I Pro cess 1 Input Variables 
Figure 8. The DEA model of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers. The model includes 3 output variables and 3 input variables. 
Operating Revenue, Non-Operating Revenue and Assets are output variables, and Operating Expenses, Non-Operating Expenses 
and Operating Costs are input variables. 
Model 24 emerged as possessing the best discriminating characteristics of the 62 
pre-models. The final model includes 3 output variables and 3 input variables (See Figure 
8), and some of them follow the simple rule of Bmnner, Hancock and McLaughlin (1992). 
Operating Revenue (4xxx), Non-Operating Revenue (75xx) and Assets (lxxx) are output 
variables, and Operating Expenses (6xxx), Non-Operating Expenses (75xx) and 
Operating Costs (5xxx) are input variables. 
All variables are measured in Taiwan dollars. Dollar amounts are better indicators of 
the quantity and quality of high tech products than any measure of "volume" obtained by 
dividing by a price index. In the information technology industry, volume indicators, such 
as the number of microchips or even the number of megabits of DRAM, at best only 
partially reflect the "real" attributes of the hardware. Moreover, indicators of the 
aggregate volume of software, such as the number of software programs sold, are even 
less meaningful. Constructing price indices for high tech products is notoriously difficult 
(Thore, Phillips, Ruefli & Yue, 1996). As shorthand for a bewildering array of technical 
specifications, in this work the researcher uses Taiwan dollars amounts as measures of 
product size. Thus, the researcher selected to interpret as "firm production function" and 
"efficiency" in the computer industry as being defined in a model of variables measured 
in current dollars, and calculated the DEA ratings accordingly. 
Iinpleinentation of the DEA Model 
This study applies the output-oriented DEA model (See Equation 5 in Appendix A) 
to reveal the extent to which inputs can be augmented while maintaining the same level 
of outputs. The illode1 fits the current situation of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers: when 
outputs are fixed, companies should reduce inputs if they want to improve their efficiency. 
The work uses a DEA model to establish a foundation for measuring the efficiency of 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers. 
Data Analysis 
DEA can be conducted using standard linear programming software. The researcher 
used GAMS Release 2.25 for the DEA calculation in this work. The impetus for 
developing GAMS arose from the frustrating experiences of an economic modeling 
group at the World Bank (Brooke, Kendrick & Meeraus, 1992). GAMS is designed to 
make the construction and solution of large and complex mathematical program models 
more straightforward for programmers and more comprehensible to users of models from 
other disciplines, such as economists. 
DEA is a linear technique that generates a comparative ratio of weighted outputs to 
inputs for each DMU. The relative efficiency score is generally reported as a number 
between 0% - 100%. A unit with a score less than 100% is regarded as inefficient relative 
to other units in the sample. 
Conclusion of Research Design 
This work analyzes the technical efficiency of the 12 Taiwanese laptop 
manufacturers (See Table 8) in 2002 using the DEA model built with accounting line 
items of Simple Balance Sheets and Simple Income Statements. It follows the application 
procedure of the DEA of Golany and Roll (1989). The DEA model in this study includes 
three inputs and three outputs (See Figure 8), and the three input variables are Operating 
Expenses (6xxx), Non-Operating Expenses (75xx), and Operating Costs (5xxx), and the 
three output variables are Operating Revenue (4xxx), Non-Operating Revenue (75xx), 
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and Assets (lxxx). 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
In this chapter, the efficiency scores of the 12 Taiwanese laptop manufacturers in 
2002 are measured and analyzed by applying the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 
model described in Chapter 3. 
The Efficiency Scores 
As shown in Appendix A, DEA measures technical efficiency of Decision Making 
Units (DMUs) and provides a basis for comparing the technical efficiency of each unit 
versus the other units. This work applies a DEA model to publicly traded Taiwanese 
laptop manufacturers to find the degree of technical efficiency or technical inefficiency of 
each manufacturer within the industry. 
Accounting line items from laptop manufacturers' published financial reports 
provide the data used to measure variables. Three input variables and three output 
variables were selected from Simple Balance Sheets and Simple Income Statements for 
inclusion in this DEA model. They are Operating Expenses (6xxx), Non-Operating 
Expenses (75xx), Operating Costs (5xxx), Operating Revenue (4xxx), Non-Operating 
Revenue (75xx) and Assets (lxxx) (See Figure 9). 
According to Equation 4 in Appendix A, the efficiency scores of these 12 Taiwanese 
laptop manufacturers (See Table 8) can be calculated by applying the DEA model that 
was built in Chapter 3 (See Figure 8). Table 11 reports the efficiency scores of these 12 
Taiwanese laptop manufacturers with code numbers. The DEA yields an average 
efficiency of 71.00%, with a range of 100.00%-25.98%. The following four firms were 
found to be technically efficient: TLM04, TLM08, TLM09 and TLM11. The following 
eight firms were found to be inefficient: TLMO1, TLM02, TLM03, TLMO5, TLM06, 
TLM07, TLMlO and TLM12. 
Table 11 
The Efficiency Scores of 12 Taiwanese Laptop Manufactuvers 
The Research Code of the Company Efficiency Score (%) 
TLM04 100.00 
TLM08 100.00 
TLM09 100.00 
TLMl1 100.00 
TLM 10 87.76 
TLM03 81.40 
TLM07 78.02 
TLMO 1 58.57 
TLM02 47.43 
TLM06 40.13 
TLM 12 32.71 
TLMO5 25.98 
Average 71.00 
Note. DEA is a linear technique that generates a comparative ratio of weighted outputs 
to inputs for each DMU. The relative efficiency score is generally reported as a 
number between 0% - 100%. A unit with a score less than 100% is regarded as 
inefficient relative to other units in the sample. 
Figure 9 presents the distribution of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers' production 
efficiency scores. Seven of twelve manufacturers' production efficiencies are above the 
industry average of 71.00% in 2002. The scores of four manufacturers fall in the 
, 
90%-100% range. Considering the fact that Taiwanese laptop manufacturers had 59.3% 
of the global market share in 2002, it can be concluded that many Taiwanese laptop 
manufacturers were very efficient in production in 2002. Results also exhibit high 
distinction power and distinction sharpness. The efficiency scores distinguishes two 
groups of manufacturers, one group with efficiency scores in the 70%-100% range and 
the other group with efficiency scores in the 20%-60% range. The model that be built in 
this research distinguishes technically efficient manufacturers from technically inefficient 
ones clearly. 
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Efficiency Score (%) 
Figure 9. The distribution of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers' efficiency scores. The 
scores of 4 manufacturers fall in the 90%-100% range. The efficiency scores 
distinguishes two groups of manufacturers, one group with efficiency scores in the 
70%-100% range and the other group with efficiency scores in the 20%-60% range. 
These four efficient laptop manufacturers (TLM04, TLM08, TLM09 and TLM11) 
all had the competitive advantage of efficient production process, and each of thein had 
above 5% of global laptop market share. The three least technically efficient laptop 
inanufacturers were TLMOS, TLM06 and TLM12 in 2002. Most of these less efficient 
firms were also unprofitable, and their Operating Income (69xx), Incoine before Income 
Tax (79xx) and Net Income (96xx) all were in the red in 2002. These less efficient firms 
need to modify their production plan or strategy to improve efficiency. Also, most of 
these less efficient firms produced only their own brands of laptops and have no strategic 
partners; further research could identify if this is due to the low quality of their products 
or it is lack of a global strategy. They may be able to form alliances with other large 
computer companies to learn from them to improve their production eficiency and 
market share. 
The Reference Sets 
The reference sets in the DEA method are the sets of efficient units to which an 
inefficient unit has been most directly compared in calculating its efficiency score 
(Tlianassoulis, 2001). In Figure 5, Decision Making Unit (DMU) A and DMU B are the 
reference sets for DMU P. They contain the efficient units that have the most similar 
input orientation and output orientation to those of the inefficient units and should 
therefore constitute examples of good operating practices to be emulated by the 
inefficient unit. The reference sets can be seen as the normal or frontier in the research 
sample. 
The DEA method relies on the constiuction of reference sets of other actual 
enterprises, operating over the same period, matched in size, product lines and operating 
environment. In the DEA model that was proposed by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes 
(1 978), reference sets are these DMUs whose efficiency scores are 100.00% (Norman & 
Stoker, 1991). In this research, the efficiency scores of TLM04, TLMO8, TLM09 and 
TLMI I are all 100.00%. They are the reference sets herein and are relatively more 
efficient in production than the other manufacturers. TLM04, TLM08, TLM09 and 
TLMll  are the standard of Taiwanese laptop manufacturers in technical efficiency and 
they can be adopted by other less efficiency laptop manufacturers to improve their 
technical efficiency. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
This chapter draws conclusions, clarifies the limits of this investigation, and 
suggests further work. 
Conclusions 
The aim of this investigation was to develop an alternative method for measuring the 
relative technical efficiency of the 12 existing publicity traded Taiwanese laptop 
manufacturers, and the model created successfully does this. This work analyzed the 
technical efficiency of the 12 publicly traded Taiwanese laptop manufacturers (See Table 
8) in 2002 using the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) model with accounting line items 
from these companies' Simple Balance Sheets and Simple Income Statements, and 
follows the application procedure of the DEA approach of Golany and Roll (1989). The 
DEA model for Taiwanese laptop manufacturers includes three inputs and three outputs 
(See Figure 8). The input variables included Operating Expenses (6xxx), Non-Operating 
Expenses (75xx) and Operating Costs (5xxx), and the output variables are Operating 
Revenue (4xxx), Non-Operating Revenue (75xx) and Assets (lxxx). 
The study's analysis applied the DEA approach to identify individual manufacturing 
enterprises that are less technical efficient than other similar units in terms of output 
factors relative to input factors. The results of this study reveal that, out of 12 laptop 
manufacturers, four were found to be relatively efficient in production, with score of 
loo%, and seven were found to be relatively more efficient in production than the 
industry average score (See Table 11). 
Considerations 
The DEA method focuses not only on the average but also on the best performance 
that can be reached, and it is sensitive to data outliers. Therefore, considerable care must 
be taken to eliminate spurious data. As explained earlier, DEA can only be applied to 
positive data and can not be applied to negative data. As a result, the model created and 
used in this study may only be applied to the 12 publicly traded laptop manufacturers in 
Taiwan. This model forms the basis for additional analysis about firm efficiency for these 
companies in 2002 as it provides further researchers with an efficiency ranking to use as 
their starting point. 
The relative efficiency scores identify units that are efficient only relative to other 
units in the same sample. Although this work focuses on all Taiwanese laptop 
manufacturers listed on the Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation (TSEC), almost all of 
which are all main laptop manufacturers in Taiwan, a firm outside the sample may be 
more efficient than a unit in the sample with the best practice. Restated, an efficient unit 
does not necessarily minimize the inputs for a given output. It is just doing better than the 
other firms in the sample. 
The efficiency scores of this study reflect the technical efficiency of laptop 
manufacturers. Further research need to measure the overall efficiency of these 
manufacturers. 
Suggestions 
This research provides a foundation for further research to investigate the sources of 
production inefficiencies of the less efficient laptop manufacturers. It also provides the 
foundation for research that identifies fu t~~res  that create production efficiency in those 
firms that rank high on the efficiency score. When more laptop manufacturers are listed 
on the TSEC or more research targets are considered, researchers can add additional 
accounting line itenis and may be able to generate inore comprehensive results, than 
could be generated by this study which was limited to 12 manufacturers and 6 accounting 
line items. 
Furthennore, the DEA approach, like any other method of evaluating efficiency, is 
not a substitute for analyzing subjective variables such as the quality of a company's 
products or the level of customer satisfaction. Thus, future research suggestions also 
include analysis that combines the results of this DEA approach with subjective research 
and analysis. Finally, analysis of these companies' efficiency scores could integrate other 
strategic evaluation tools, such as Balanced Scorecard (Avkiran, 2002) and the 
Benchmarking Approach (Post & Spronk, 1999; Ross & Droge, 2002). 
In addition, a comprehensive research to compare the efficiencies of Taiwanese 
laptop manufacturers with Japanese, American and Chinese laptop manufacturers can 
link the research to Porter's (2001) competitive advantage theory. Such a research is due 
to the availability of an international Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). 
Appendix A 
Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes's Mathematical Model of Data Envelopment Analysis 
The operation efficiency or technical efficiency as the ratio of weighted sum of 
outputs to weighted sum of inputs. Mathematically, productivity of a Decision Making 
Unit (DMU), assuming controllable inputs and constant returns to scale, can be written as 
Equation 3 (Charnes, Cooper, Lewin & Seiford, 1994). 
Where s = number of outputs 
u, = weight of output r 
y* = amount of output r produced by the observed DMU 
m = number of inputs 
vi = weight of input i 
xi0 = amount of input i produced by the observed DMU 
While outputs and inputs can be measured and entered in Equation 3 without 
standardization, determining a common set of weights can be problematic at best. DMUs 
may well value outputs and inputs quite differently. This potential problem is addressed 
through optimization in the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) model. 
Cliarnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) addressed the above problem by allowing a 
DMU to adopt a set of weights that will maximize its productivity ratio without the same 
ratio for other DMUs exceeding 1. Introduction of this constraint converts the 
productivity ratio into a measure of technical efficiency. Thus, Equation 3 can be 
modified to the form of a fractional programming problem as Equation 4. 
Max h, (u, v) = '7 
Cvixio 
Subject to 
r.=l < 1 For each DMU in the sample 
Where j=l , . . . ,n (number of DMUs) 
Equation 4 represents the ratio from DEA. However, Equation 4 has an infinite 
number of solutions. To avoid this problem, Charnes and Cooper (1957) covert Equation 
4 to more familiar components of a linear programming problem. In Equation 5 (the 
output-oriented development model) and Equation 6 (the input-oriented development 
model), known as the multiplier form, they set the denominator to a constant and 
maximize the numerator. 
Min h, = Z v i x i o  
i=l 
Subject to 
Mar h, = E u r y ,  
I.=] 
Subject to 
In order to prevent an output or an input being mathematically omitted in calculation 
of eficiency, the smallest values weights u and v are permitted to have non-zero small 
positive number E .  Equation 5 represents constant returns to scale with controllable 
inputs. 
Appendix B 
Fare and Hunsaker's Proof of Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes's DEA Mode Actually 
Measures Technical Efficiency 
Let y =(yl, y2 ,..., ys)€ Rs be a vector of outputs and x =(XI, xz ,..., X,)E R," be a 
vector of inputs. A production technology is here modeled by an input correspondence 
L : Rs 4 L(y) R," , where L(y) denotes all input vectors yielding at least output y. It is 
assumed that L(y) satisfies the following properties: 
L.I. L(O)=E R , M ,  O E L ( ~ )  Y20 ,  
L.2. lfllytll 4 +co as 1 + +co, then n;, L(y) is empty, 
~ . 3 .  XEL(Y)Z ilx E ~ ( y ) ,  A r 1, 
L.4. L is a closed correspondence, 
L.5. If 2 y L ( ~ ) ~ L ( ~  ). 
Given L(y), it can be distinguish three subsets, namely as Equation 7, 8, and 9. 
{X : X E L ( y ) , h  P L(y)if/Z E [0,1)) y 2 0 
Isoq L(y):= 
(01 y = 0 (7) 
- 
~ f f  L(Y):= ( x : x t ~ ( ~ ) , ; ~ x ~ x e ~ ( ~ ) J  y r o  
(0) y = o  
(9) 
The three subsets of L(y) are termed the Isoquant, the Weak Efficient Subset and the 
Efficient Subset, respectively. It is clear that Isoq L(y) 2 WEff L(y) 2 Eff L(y), and that 
equality need not hold. 
In order to introduce the first measure for a technology satisfLing (L.l - L.5), the 
equation can be putted as Equation 10. 
D(F~)= { (y,x): there exists a il 2 0 such that Ax E ~ ( y ) )  (10) 
The function F, : Rs x R: + R+ u (+ oo} defined as Equation 11. 
Equation 10 is called the Farrell Input Measure of Technical Efficiency. 
This measure was introduced by Farrell (1957) and for x ~ L ( y ) ,  it measures the 
minimum ray distance to the Isoq L(y). 
To calculate Fi(y,x) using a piecewise linear technology constructed from observed 
data, denote by M the matrix of served outputs and by N the matrix of served inputs. 
Then Fi(y,x) is the solution to as Equation 12. 
min il subject to 
z M 2 y ,  zN=R6x, Z E R , " , ~ E ( O , ~ ]  (12) 
where z E R: is the intensity vector, and where the input correspondence as Equation 
13. 
satisfies (L.l - L.5). 
For the second measure, an equation need be defined as Equation 14. 
D(W,) := ((y,x) : there exists a /2 2 0 such that (W((x) n L(y)) + 4) (14) 
where K(x) := : 0 6 ; i x) (15) 
then: 
The function Wi :RI x R: + R+ u {+ a,) defined as Equation 16. 
min(2 2 0 : (/ZK(x) n L(y) * 4 if (y,x) E D ( T )  
w, (y, x) := 
+a, if (v,x)gD(W,) (16) 
It is called the Weak Input Measure of Technical Efficiency. 
For x E L(y), Wi(y,x) pushed the translated non-positive outhunt K(x) as far down 
as possible along the ray Ox under the condition that X ( x )  has a nonempty intersection 
with L(y). It has been shown that for x E L(y) , T ( y , x )  E (0,1] and that when 
x E L(y) , Wi(y,x)=l x E WEffl(y), y 2 0 .  
In order to calculate Wi(y,x) from a piecewise linear technology constructed from 
the data M and N, the equation should be noted first that for x E L(y) as Equation 17. 
where L ~ ( ~ ) = L ( ~ ) + R ~ + ,  LS(y) is the smallest technology obtained from L(y) that satisfies 
strong disposability of inputs. 
Therefore Wi(y,x) can be calculated as Equation 18. 
min il subject to 
- - 
zM 2 y, zN Ax, z E R: (18) 
After comparing Equation 18 to the DEA method (Equation 4 in Appendix A), in the 
notation their expression becomes Equation 19. 
max ,u subject to 
zM 2 py, zN = x, z E R: (19) 
- 
Now put 1 = )$ and let r = 5, an note that Equation 19 and Equation 18 have 
the same solution. Thus since z E R:, DEA (Equation 4 in Appendix A) actually 
measures weak input efficiency. 
Appendix C 
The List of Financial Ratios 
Financial Ratio Equation 
Liquidity Ratios Current ratio Current. Assets 
Current. Liabilities 
Asset Management Ratios 
Quick ratio 
Average collection period 
Inventory turnover 
Current. Assets -Inventories 
Current .Liabilities 
Accounts .Receivable 
Credit. Sales/365 
Cost. o f .  Sales 
Average. Inventory 
Fixed-asset turnover sales 
Total asset turnover 
Financial Leverage Management Ratios Debt ratio 
Debt-to-equity 
Times interest earned 
Fixed. Assets 
Sales 
Total . Assets 
Total. Debt 
Total. Assets 
Total. Debt 
Total. Equiry 
Earnin~s .Before. Interest. and. Taxes 
Profitability Ratios 
Interest. Charges 
Times fixed charges earned EDIT I L c ~ o .  Pu)vmznis 
iniorerr +Lsose. P q v t n ~ n ~ s +  Befire-TmSinking .Four$+ P?efi~rzd.Siod -Dividends. Be@ee.Tm 
Gross profit margin Sales - Cost. o f .  Sales 
Sales 
Net profit margin Earnin~s . Afier .Taxes 
Return on investment 
Return on stockholders'equity 
Sales 
Earnings . Afer . Taxes 
Total . Assets 
Earnings. After . Taxes 
Murkct-Based Ratios Price-to-earnings ratio 
Market-to-book ratio 
Dividend Poiicy Ratios Payout ratio 
Dividend yield 
Market. Price. Per. Share 
Current. Earnings. Per. Share 
Market. Price. Per. Share 
Book. Value. Per. Share 
Dividents . Per. Share 
Earnings. Per. Share 
Exoected . Dividend . Per . Share 
Appendix D 
The Financial Reports of Taiwanese Laptop Manufactures in 2002 
These 12 Taiwanese laptop manufacturers' financial reports in 2002 are retrieved 
from Market Observation Post System of Taiwan Stoclc Exchange Corporation (TSEC): 
http://newmops.tse.com.tw. The accounting line items of Simple Balance Sheet and 
Simple Income Statement are shown as Table 4 and Table 5. 
Simple Balance S k e r  (2002) 
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Appendix E 
The 62 Pre-Model in This Research 
Assets Operating Operating Costs Operating Non-Operating Non-Operating 
Model Revenue Expenses Revenue Expenses 
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Appendix F 
The DEA Efficiency Scores of Pre-Models in This Research 
TLM I0 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
6.38 
60.64 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
38.25 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
47.86 
100.00 
3 1.27 
100.00 
100.00 
87.76 
100.00 
100.00 
95.83 
100.00 
43.02 
100.00 
36.02 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
99.62 
100.00 
100.00 
97.07 
100.00 
100.00 
45.57 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
92.55 
100.00 
100.00 
95.67 
100.00 
94.02 
31.04 
88.46 
100.00 
100.00 
99.31 
96.53 
24.82 
100.00 
74.52 
92.52 
94.03 
74.00 
- 
TLMl l 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
62.65 
50.71 
12.72 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
99.48 
100.00 
100.00 
94.64 
5 1.63 
36.37 
26.95 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
58.24 
39.07 
100.00 
100.00 
74.53 
97.62 
96.70 
99.90 
98.97 
94.64 
94.74 
43.74 
100.00 
100.00 
94.84 
100.00 
97.99 
100.00 
100.00 
94.65 
94.83 
45.42 
76.38 
50.94 
82.26 
94.69 
94.74 
76.34 
25.32 
79.31 
91.95 
94.71 
41.43 
- 
TLMl2 
71.54 
96.33 
96.04 
99.03 
17.74 
100.00 
97.90 
96.05 
79.14 
35.08 
100.00 
57.25 
100.00 
93.95 
100.00 
98.84 
96.10 
100.00 
88.63 
100.00 
100.00 
45.81 
100.00 
32.71 
100.00 
96.07 
96.08 
100.00 
67.09 
100.00 
100.00 
90.45 
58.26 
100.00 
96.28 
100.00 
100.00 
98.58 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
51.34 
91.39 
100.00 
91.18 
100.00 
100.00 
96.07 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
51.07 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
4.25 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
Unit: % 
Appendix G 
Evaluatioll and Ranking ofAltemative Model Formulations 
Model Distinction Power Distinction Sharpness Overall Ranking Value Rank Value Rank Value Rank Value Rank 
1 87.12 28 19.49 25 5 7 4900 10 
.-.. . . 
13 98.15 48 3.73 41 3 9 17712 52 
14 97.99 46 4.07 34 3 9 14076 47 
15 98.95 57 1.59 60 6 6 20520 54 
16 99.01 59 1.82 56 4 8 26432 58 
17 98.36 52 3.19 44 3 9 20592 55 
18 97.02 37 4.10 33 6 6 7326 35 
19 79.49 2 1 24.14 12 7 5 1260 19 
20 75.45 15 25.86 5 7 5 375 12 
21 62.29 6 16.75 28 10 2 336 10 
22 80.46 22 21.63 21 6 6 2772 25 
23 99.52 62 1.64 59 2 10 36580 62 
24 71 .OO I0 28.54 1 4 4 40 I 
25 98.95 58 1.79 57 4 8 26448 59 
26 98.92 56 2.03 55 3 9 27720 60 
27 97.92 44 2.18 53 7 5 11660 45 
28 96.75 36 4.03 35 6 6 7560 36 
29 78.42 19 22.63 19 7 5 1805 21 
30 77.62 17 20.79 22 8 4 1496 20 
3 1 55.70 5 20.32 24 9 3 360 1 1  
32 82.25 24 23.58 14 5 7 2352 24 
33 85.86 27 22.81 18 4 8 3888 28 
34 82.80 26 18.73 27 8 4 2808 26 
35 98.02 47 2.66 46 6 6 12972 46 
36 97.80 42 3.09 45 6 6 11340 43 
37 99.04 60 1.58 6 1 6 6 21960 56 
38 98.88 55 1.70 58 7 7 22330 57 
39 97.27 39 3.74 40 6 6 9360 39 
40 97.36 40 3.85 37 6 6 8880 38 
41 76.76 16 25.16 8 5 5 640 14 
42 73.40 13 23.67 13 4 4 676 15 
43 97.15 38 3.57 42 6 6 9576 40 
44 74.62 14 25.57 7 4 4 392 13 
45 94.90 32 4.73 3 1 5 5 4960 31 
46 98.23 49 2.26 52 6 6 15288 48 
47 98.51 54 2.34 49 7 7 18522 53 
48 98.51 53 2.15 54 6 6 17172 50 
49 96.29 35 3.97 36 5 5 6300 34 
50 95.88 34 3.74 39 4 4 5304 33 
51 64.24 8 26.22 4 3 3 96 7 
52 77.67 18 23.06 17 4 4 1224 18 
53 72.41 12 27.95 3 4 4 144 8 
54 87.97 29 14.53 29 7 5 4205 29 
55 97.80 4 1 2.48 48 7 5 9840 41 
56 97.92 45 2.26 51 7 5 11475 44 
57 37.61 1 20.33 23 10 2 46 2 
58 46.50 4 25.73 6 9 3 72 6 
59 67.10 9 24.33 I I 9 3 297 9 
60 94.77 30 4.38 32 8 4 3840 27 
61 95.86 33 3075 38 8 4 5016 32 
62 72.02 It 19.12 26 9 3 858 16 
Note: the value of overall ranking = the rank of average eficiency score X the rank of distinction sharpness X the rank of distinction sharpness 
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